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As nucleophiles more than often are basic reagents, 
in many cases substitution and elimination reactions
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in many cases substitution and elimination reactions 
simultaneously occur as competitive processes. 

β−Elimination Mechanism I
There are two mechanisms by which __ elimination reactions take placeβ−

(1) All bond breaking happens simultaneously with pi bond(1) All bond breaking happens simultaneously with pi-bond 
making.  The __ pathway (                                           )Elimination, Bimolecular

δδ−

carbon carbonβ− α
δ−

__ carbon __ carbonβ− α−

The TS≠ for the rate determining 
t i l th i ti fstep involves the association of 

___ molecules (bimolecular).two
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Evidence: 1.  rate = k [RX] × [B:]
2.  rate:  RI > RBr > RCl

Stereochemistry of the E2 Mechanism
The E2 reaction pathway has very 
specific requirements: There must 
b continuous overlapbe ________________ among 
the orbitals in which σ bonds are 
broken and π bonds are made. 

continuous overlap

σ bonds dissociation and π bonds 
formation must be simultaneous;
all orbitals involved must be in theall orbitals involved must be in the 
same plane in the TS‡ state.
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Conformational Requirements of the E2 
EliminationElimination

Two conformations satisfy the requirement:

(1) –X and –H oriented anti-periplanar

(2) –X and –H oriented syn-periplanar

Most E2 reactions proceed through (1) leading 
to important stereochemical implicationsp p

The carbon atoms smoothly 
rehybridize from sp3 to sp2
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Regiochemistry of E2 Elimination Reactions
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δ− δ−

δ− δ−
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Regioselectivity of β-Elilmination: Zaitsev’s Rule
Zaitsev’s rule: In the elimination of HX from an alkyl halide, 
the more highly substituted alkene product predominates.

E2: Double bond character is _______________ in the TS≠ so the 
relative stability of possible alkenes determines the major product. 

highly developed
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y p j p

The more stable the alkene product, the faster the reaction proceeds.

Product Ratio for E2 Elimination Reactions

ΔΔG≠

Label the energy 
parameter that 
determines the 

d t tiproduct ratio
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Exceptions to Zaitsev’s Rule
• A bulky base is used (a steric issue)
• A conjugated double bond can form
• The leaving group is -FThe less substituted product is major when g g p

major

major
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Stereochemistry in E2 Pathway

The major product results from a 
pathway with the bulky groups on 

i id

trans

opposite sides.

cis
In cyclic compounds anti-periplanarityIn cyclic compounds, anti-periplanarity 
demands that the groups to be 
eliminated occupy _____ positions.

This requirement has important 
consequences on rates and 
regiochemistry of elimination reactions
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regiochemistry of elimination reactions 
involving substituted cyclohexanes

E2 Elimination Reactions in Substituted 
CyclohexanesCyclohexanes

Explain the reason for the difference in relative rates and regiochemistry
in the following examples:in the following examples:  

major               minor
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Two anti-periplanar pathways are possible from the most stable chair conformation.  
The observed product follows the pathway leading to the more substituted alkene

E2 Reactions in Substituted Cyclohexanes

ring-flip

An anti-periplanar arrangement exists only in an unstable 
f ti ( l t )
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conformation (slow rxn rate)
Only one anti-periplanar pathway exists (regiochemistry)

β−Elimination Mechanism II
(2) Bond breaking precedes bond making. The __ 
pathway (                                              )Elimination, Unimolecular

α

β

The SN1 and E1 mechanisms 
proceed through a commonproceed through a ________ 
intermediate

common
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Regiochemistry of E1 Elimination Reactions

δ+
The major product is the more 
substituted alkene Why?

ΔΔG≠

δ+

δ+

substituted alkene.  Why?

Still follows Zaitsev’s rule
Double bond character of TS≠

δ+

δ+
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Stereochemistry of E1 Reaction

E2: require anti periplanar E1: does not require anti-periplanar 
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E2: require anti-periplanar 
conformation conformation; forms carbocation 

intermediate; follows Zaitsev’s rule

Competition between Substitution and Elimination
• SN1 and E1 pathways usually occur together with weak nucleophiles

• More elimination than substitution occurs as steric bulk increases.
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E1cb Reaction: a Third Mechanism of 
β Eliminationβ-Elimination

E1:

E2:
intermediate

anti periplanar

E1cb:    Elimination, Unimolecular, conjugatd base intermediate

6-16anti periplanar


